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Summary
Overview
There is signi cant upside opportunity for this contract to improve overall Star
ratings. We believe we are on a two-year plan to achieve a 4-Star rating. Below is
the result of our initial Measure Assessment.
The expected overall Star ratings based on this Measure Assessment range from 3.31
to 3.60 with 3.37 as the most common result.

These results are based on the targets established during the assessment phase.
Below are the details of the complete Measure Assessment.

Prioritized
Measures for Stars
Year 2021
Measures that can deliver the most overall Star Rating gains

Measure
Assessment
Methodology: The prioritized measures (Hyper Measures) are a result of a datadriven analysis to identify which measures can deliver the most overall Star
Rating improvements for this contract. We analyzed each measure through a
series of lenses and applied an analysis of historical measure movement from similar
plans to establish our initial round of measure-based performance targets.
Below is a summary view of the prioritized measures organized by the
appropriate Measure Prioritization Lenses. Details follow.

Below is our list of prioritized measures organized by the Measure Prioritization
lenses to provide additional insight into the rationale behind each measure’s
selection.

Upside Enablement - This lens is primarily cutpoint proximity-based. It identi es
measures that have a satisfactory level of control at the plan level and are very close
to the next published cutpoint. Based on this contract's performance, achieving an
increased Star rating for these measures should be more accessible than other
measures.

Downside Protection - This lens is primarily cutpoint proximity-based. It identi es
measures that have a satisfactory level of control at the plan level and are very close
to the lower published cutpoint. These measures are at risk of losing a Stars point if
this contract's improvement does not keep pace with the industry's improved
performance.

Low Hanging Fruit - This lens evaluates measures that are not performing at a 5-Star
level and that most plans have the ability to impact performance solely under their
control.

Optimize Mean - This lens evaluates measures that have a satisfactory level of
control and are most negatively impacting this contract’s Reward Factor calculation.

Uncover Opportunities - Compare measure performance to any contract or group of
contracts in CMS or use one of Hyperlift’s pre-populated Peer Groups.

Likely Range of
Overall Star Rating
Outcomes for Stars
Year 2021
Based on the associated performance targets

Stars Success
Simulator
Methodology: After identifying the measures we want to prioritize and establishing
data-driven performance targets by measure, we ran our information through a
Monte Carlo simulator. This enabled us to consider and integrate the inevitable
variability of Stars ratings and identify a likely range of Stars outcomes based on our
expected targets. We can use this information to consider the ROI impact of focusing
in certain areas.
Below is the analysis of the simulation for our projected plan.

Range of Simulated Star Ratings:
We processed the results of our Measure Assessment through Hyperlift's Monte Carlo
simulator 100 times to identify a likely range of overall Star rating outcomes based
on the targets we established. The results of the simulation showed a likely range
between 3.31 and 3.60 with 3.37 being the most common result.

Simulated Score Distribution:
The chart below displays the frequency of speci c results throughout the
simulation. 80% of results fell between 3.35 and 3.50.

Critical Measures
to Reach These Star
Ratings Objectives
Stars 2019 Actuals to Stars Year 2021

Improvement
Contribution
Analysis
Methodology: Once we created our strategic objectives, we compared our targeted
expectations to the Stars 2019 results and calculated the overall Star rating
contribution required for each measure to deliver on that improvement. We
have organized them into speci c groups of measures and will be using these
insights to optimize the mix of interventions that will deliver the highest ROI for the
organization.
Below we identify the overall performance gap we must close to reach our
objectives and which measures are most critical.

Improvement Margin to Close:
This highlights the performance gap we must close between Stars 2019 and our
projections for Stars Year 2021. This shows we have to increase our overall Star
score by 69 basis points to achieve our objectives.
Achieving these objectives puts us on the path to achieving our 4-star goal and
earning over $8mm in Quality Bonus Payments.

Improvement Contribution by Measure:
This highlights the most critical measures to prioritize intervention resources to
improve the likelihood of reaching the associated performance targets. These
measures represent a signi cant portion of the 69 point improvement margin
required to meet our objectives.
The top ve measures account for 68% of the required improvement.
The top ten measures account for 94% of the required improvement.

Next Steps
Preparing to close 2018 out strong and launch strategically for
2019
Identify measures where we still have time to drive increased Star ratings for
Stars year 2020 or get started on Stars 2021
Work with measure owners to identify and recommend near-term
interventions and create the associated business cases
Load critical interventions into Hyperlift’s SMS to track progress over time
Prepare a formal Stars Year 2021 Playbook of Activities
Establish KPIs and leading indicators and integrate current monthly data for
all measures we want to track on a monthly basis
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